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November 15, 2021 

 

 

Rear Admiral John W. Mauger 

Assistant Commandant for Prevention Policy  

U.S. Coast Guard 

2703 Martin Luther King Jr Ave., SE 

Washington, DC 20593-7501

Officer Michael Hebert  

Jones Act Division of Enforcement 

U.S. Customs and Border Protection 

423 Canal Street, Suite 260 

New Orleans, LA 70130 

 

 Re: Allegation of Jones Act/Safety Violations: GEOQUIP SAENTIS 

 

Dear Admiral Mauger and Officer Hebert: 

 

The Offshore Marine Service Association (OMSA) is alleging the GEOQUIP SAENTIS has violated the Jones Act 

as well as U.S. laws and regulations designed to protect the safety of marine crews and the environment.  We 

respectfully request that these claims be investigated and when found to be true, the full penalties be quickly applied 

and enforced.    

 

Summary:  

 

As detailed below, the GEOQUIP SAENTIS (IMO Number: 9282132) is a Chinese-built, Bahamian-flagged, 

Swiss-owned Offshore Supply Vessel that operated for most of 2020 and 2021 in U.S. offshore wind fields.  In 

doing so, this vessel has violated (and continues to violate) U.S. laws in the following ways:  

 

• The GEOQUIP SAENTIS has repeatedly transported and continues to transport merchandise between U.S. 

points, including transporting subsoil samples from points on the U.S. Outer Continental Shelf (“OCS”) to 

U.S. ports for testing. That transportation violates the Jones Act.   

• It has also employed a crew of Eastern European mariners without the proper documentation required by 

the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act (OCSLA).  These mariners are paid wages far below the wages 

commanded by similarly situated U.S. mariners.  U.S. law requires U.S. vessel operators to utilize U.S. 

mariners.  Thus, this practice unfairly allowed the GEOQUIP SAENTIS to operate at a lower cost than 

U.S.-flagged vessels, which has permitted it unlawfully to obtain work reserved by the Jones Act to U.S.-

flagged vessels. 

• The vessel appears to have repeatedly turned off or otherwise made inaccessible its Automatic Identification 

System (AIS) signal, a violation of U.S. law and international safety regulations.  

• The vessel has been in non-compliance with U.S. pollution prevention laws, resulting in its receipt of two 

(2) U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) Captain of the Port (COTP) orders denying entry into U.S. ports; similarly, 

it has been found to be an “acknowledged pollution source” as part of a USCG oil spill investigation.  

• The USCG has allowed the GEOQUIP SAENTIS to sail as an “Offshore Supply Vessel” despite clearly 

meeting  the definition of a vessel a requiring a higher level of safety regulations.  An allowance that would 

not be provided to a U.S.-flagged vessel.     
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The GEOQUIP SAENTIS:  

The GEOQUIP SAENTIS (IMO No.: 9282132) was built in Wuhu, China in 2005 by the Zinlian Shipbuilding 

Company, Ltd1.  The vessel was constructed for Toisa Limited, a Greek-owned, Bermuda-registered company2.  

The vessel was first named the TOISA VIGILANT3.  The vessel is 80.5 meters long, 18.0 meters wide, and has a 

gross registered tonnage of 3,404 tonnes.  The vessel has a Class 2 dynamic positioning system and accommodations 

for 51 persons4.  The vessel is flagged in the Bahamas and is classed by the Norwegian-based classification society, 

DNV GL, as a Supply Vessel with no additional purposes listed on the vessel’s classification page.  This 

classification means the vessel has a “[c]apability to perform transportation of stores, liquids and goods to offshore 

units or installations”5. 

 

 
Figure 1:  the GEOQUIP SAENTIS transits through Norfolk, Virginia on May 12, 2021 (Source OMSA).  

(Note extensive rust on the hull of the vessel and chipped paint revealing the vessel’s orange paint from 

the Toisa Limited paint scheme).  

 

When Operating in U.S. Waters, the GEOQUIP SAENTIS is crewed by Eastern Europeans, Giving It a 

Competitive Advantage Over Comparable U.S.-Flagged Vessels With U.S. Crews:  

 

When operated in the U.S., the GEOQUIP SAENTIS has utilized crew members mostly or exclusively from Eastern 

Europe.  These mariners work for wages far below the market rate of American mariners, mariners from the vessel’s 

home country (Bahamas), or the vessel owner’s home country (Switzerland).   

 

By utilizing the employment-centric social media site, LinkedIn, OMSA identified four of the dozens of foreign 

mariners that worked on the vessel while was in U.S. waters during 2020 and 2021: 

  

• Igor Kondranin:  Estonia, Capitan since January of 2021;6  

 
1 https://vesselregister.dnvgl.com/VesselRegister/vesseldetails.html?vesselid=24572  
2 https://www.cadwalader.com/uploads/media/Toisa_Declaration_ECF_3.pdf  
3 https://www.oedigital.com/news/470697-what-became-of-the-toisa-osv-fleet  
4 https://www.geoquip-marine.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/IS-VES-07-Geoquip-Saentis.pdf  
5 https://vesselregister.dnvgl.com/VesselRegister/vesseldetails.html?vesselid=24572  
6 https://www.linkedin.com/in/igor-kondranin-22768219/  

https://vesselregister.dnvgl.com/VesselRegister/vesseldetails.html?vesselid=24572
https://www.cadwalader.com/uploads/media/Toisa_Declaration_ECF_3.pdf
https://www.oedigital.com/news/470697-what-became-of-the-toisa-osv-fleet
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• Aleksander Torbinski:  Poland, Chief Mate and Senior Dynamic Positioning Operator (DPO) since March 

of 2020;7 

• Manuel Baltaru:  Romania, Roughneck and Assistant Driller since April 2019;8 

• Ryszard Trzecki:  Poland, Dynamic Positioning Master from April 2019 to November 2020;9 and   

• Mircea Constantin:  Romania, Steward since December 2020.10    

 

 

OMSA has secured an estimate of the salaries paid to these mariners.  Specifically, in November of 2020, OMSA 

requested a crewing proposal from Cohen Global Maritime, Inc. a Philippines-based crewing agent that supplies 

maritime labor to numerous offshore energy companies around the world.  OMSA specifically requested rates for 

“all crew positions on a subsea construction vessel in USA waters,” a description which generally matches the 

activities engaged in by the GEOQUIP SAENTIS.  The crewing agent responded with the rates listed in Figure 2:  

 

 
Figure 2: day rates for select crew positions on a foreign-flagged subsea construction 

vessel operating in U.S. waters (Source Cohen Global Maritime, Inc.) 

 

 

While crew wages are tightly held trade secrets and there are often vast disparities between the wage rates for 

mariners, these wages are far below what U.S. mariners are paid.  This fact creates a competitive advantage for the 

GEOQUIP SAENTIS because the Jones Act requires vessels transporting merchandise between U.S. points to be 

U.S.-owned, U.S.-built, and U.S.-crewed.   

 
7 https://www.linkedin.com/in/aleksander-torbinski-435bb65b/  
8 https://www.linkedin.com/in/manuel-baltaru-a77a583a/  
9 https://www.linkedin.com/in/ryszard-trzecki-59642285  
10 https://www.linkedin.com/in/mircea-constantin-99b15657/  
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Moreover, when conducting OCS activities, OCSLA (43 U.S.C. § 1356) requires “any vessel, rig, platform, or other 

vehicle or structure. . . be manned or crewed . . . by citizens of the United States or aliens lawfully admitted to the 

United States for permanent residence.”   

 

Geoquip Marine Purchased and Retrofitted a Foreign Vessel When U.S.-Flagged Vessels Were Equally 

Available:  

 

The GEOQUIP SAENTIS is currently owned by Geoquip Marine Assets, AG, and managed by Geoquip Marine 

Operations, AG, both of which are part of the Swiss-headquartered company Geoquip Marine Group (Geoquip 

Marine).11  Geoquip Marine was founded in 2011 as a geotechnical and survey company.  The company owns and 

operates vessels engaged in the offshore renewable energy industry.  The company also designs, builds, and operates 

equipment which allows vessels to conduct geotechnical operations.12  Geoquip Marine purchased the then-TOISA 

VIGILANT in 2019 and renamed the vessel the GEOQUIP SAENTIS.13   

 

The vessel was purchased out of the bankruptcy of the Toisa Limited, for a purported price of $1.75 million, a price 

far below the level of similarly situated U.S. vessels.14  As stated in their bankruptcy filing, Toisa Limited declared 

bankruptcy because of the downturn in the worldwide offshore oil and gas markets: 

 

The offshore vessels operated in a depressed market in 2016 as demand continued to fall and more 

of Toisa’s offshore vessels were put into layup. With the price of oil below $50 for much of 2016, 

demand for offshore vessels was very limited. Rather than operate offshore vessels at a loss, Toisa 

placed many of its offshore vessels into layup.15 

 

 

Upon purchase, Geoquip Marine reported that they fitted the vessel with a geotechnical drilling rig, the piece of 

equipment that enables the vessel to conduct geotechnical drilling operations.16  The retrofitting was completed in 

a matter of months:  After purchasing the vessel in March of 2019, the company reported that the vessel completed 

its first assignment in early October of that same year.17  The swiftness with which the GEOQUIP SAENTIS was 

retrofitted confirms that similar retrofits could have been made to any of the hundreds of U.S.-flagged vessels that 

are of similar size, technical sophistication, and age to the GEOQUIP SAENTIS.  In fact, the market research firm 

Vessels Value recently reported that there are 355 U.S.-flagged offshore supply vessels currently laid up, which 

Vessels Value defines as having not transmitted an AIS signal for eight or more weeks.18   

 

OMSA reviewed the GEOQUIP SAENTIS’ AIS records during this time (see Exhibit 1), to determine the amount 

of time these retrofits took to complete.  This review indicates that the vessel’s AIS system was turned off 

(something that is not allowed while the vessel is in operation) until March 26, 2019.  Subsequently, the vessel 

stayed in the Cammell Laird Shipyard in Liverpool until May 11, 2019.  According to their website, Cammell Laird 

Shipyard specializes, among other things, in the conversion of vessels, specifically vessels in the offshore energy 

industry.19  The vessel left the shipyard and was working on an offshore wind project off the coast of Scotland by 

May 31, 2019, where it remained through October when it completed the previously described project.   

 
11 https://vesselregister.dnvgl.com/VesselRegister/vesseldetails.html?vesselid=24572  
12 https://www.geoquip-marine.com/about-geoquip-marine/  
13 https://www.geoquip-marine.com/press-releases/geoquip-marine-adds-dp2-vessel-to-its-fleet/  
14 http://www.kccllc.net/toisa/document/1710184190315000000000001 

https://www.oedigital.com/news/470697-what-became-of-the-toisa-osv-fleet 
15 https://www.cadwalader.com/uploads/media/Toisa_Declaration_ECF_3.pdf  
16 https://www.geoquip-marine.com/press-releases/geoquip-marine-adds-dp2-vessel-to-its-fleet/  
17 https://www.geoquip-marine.com/company-news/geoquip-saentis-completed-her-first-assignment/  
18 “Monthly Market Report” September 2021, Vessels Value, available by submitting this application. 
19 https://www.clbh.co.uk/commercial-marine/conversion  

http://www.kccllc.net/toisa/document/1710184190315000000000001
https://info.vesselsvalue.com/acton/fs/blocks/showLandingPage/a/29264/p/p-0167/t/page/fm/0
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The speed at which this offshore supply vessel was modified to make it capable of conducting geotechnical drilling 

is confirmed by Geoquip Marine.  As indicated above, Geoquip Marine not only operates a fleet of geotechnical 

vessels, it also designs and produces the drilling derricks and equipment that retrieves the soil samples from the 

seafloor (called Cone Penetration Test (CPT) or piezocone penetration test (PCPT)). 

 

According to Geoquip Marine, the CPT unit carried by the GEOQUIP SAENTIS, called a GMC201, “is designed 

to be mobilised [sic] onto a vessel of opportunity or onto an existing Geoquip Marine vessel.  This versatility enables 

the system to be deployed quickly and efficiently to the port of mobilisation [sic].”20 

 

Further, the GEOQUIP SAENTIS also utilizes the GMR 600, which is the drilling rig that connects the GMC201 

to the vessel and conducts the actual drilling and drill pipe handling.  Again, promotional materials clearly state that 

this equipment can be easily added to any vessel of suitable size:  

 

[The GMR600 is] designed for quick and simple mobilization onboard a suitably sized offshore 

vessel and has the ability to operate either through a moon pool, or in a cantilevered mode over the 

side of the vessel. . . .  The GMR600 is of a modular design and can be dismantled down into easily 

transportable components based around [International Standards Organization] approved 20ft & 

40ft shipping container dimensions and / or Flat-racks; each derrick section is based on standard 

ISO shipping size.21 

 

 

In fact, Figure 3 below shows the GMR 600 retrofitted onto a vessel that is not owned or operated by Geoquip 

Marine and is of similar size to what is found in the U.S.-flagged fleet.   

 

 
Figure 3:  The GMR 600 retrofitted onto an offshore supply vessel.  While the vessel’s name has been obscured, 

it appears this vessel is approximately 220 to 270 feet in length, a size which is commonly found in the U.S. 

flagged fleet.  (Source: DeepOcean) 

 

 

Considering all of the above information, it would have been very easy for Geoquip Marine to purchase or charter 

a U.S.-flagged vessel upon which to install its geotechnical equipment in order to conduct the transportation of 

merchandise associated with U.S. geotechnical activities in a Jones Act-compliant manner.   

 
20https://www.geoquip-marine.com/laboratory-and-test-equipment/seabed-cone-penetration-testing-cpt-system-gmc202/  
21 https://deepoceangroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/5315de8eb0300.pdf  
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Geoquip Marine Avoids Complying with U.S. Regulations Applicable to Industrial Vessels: 

In addition to saving on crewing costs, utilizing a foreign-flagged vessel also saved Geoquip Marine in regulatory 

compliance costs.  The GEOQUIP SAENTIS’ own materials demonstrate that if the vessel were a U.S.-flagged 

vessel it would face increased requirements and scrutiny from the USCG. 

 

Generally speaking, U.S.-flagged vessels of similar size, purpose, and arrangement as the GEOQUIP SAENTIS are 

regulated under two sets of regulations.  Offshore Supply Vessels are regulated under 46 C.F.R. Subchapter L.  As 

the name indicates, an Offshore Supply Vessel “regularly carries goods, supplies, individuals in addition to the 

crew, or equipment in support of exploration, exploitation, or production of offshore mineral or energy resources”22.  

The GEOQUIP SAENTIS is classed as a Supply Vessel by DNV GL, who defines this term similarly as having the 

“[c]apability to perform transportation of stores, liquids and goods to offshore units or installations.”  Further the 

DNV GL class notation says the GEOQUIP SAENTIS has “no additional purpose”23. 

 

Alternatively, within the U.S.-flagged fleet, vessels that conduct subsea construction, seabed and subsoil coring, 

and similar operations are regulated under 46 C.F.R. Subchapter I and are referred to within the industry as 

“industrial vessels.”  As the operations undertaken by industrial vessels have a more intensive risk profile than the 

carrying of supplies, 46 C.F.R. Subchapter I has more stringent requirements than 46 C.F.R. Subchapter L. 

 

For example, 46 C.F.R. § 127.220 contains the requirements for structural fire protection systems found on an 

Offshore Supply Vessel.  A simple review of this section compared to the requirements of 46 C.F.R. § 92.07—the 

equivalent requirement for an industrial vessel—demonstrates the increase requirements for industry vessels.  

Similarly, while both 46 C.F.R. Subchapter L and Subchapter I include requirements for rescue boats, 46 C.F.R. § 

133.135 allows for a substitution of a “workboat or launch” or a personnel recovery device to satisfy this 

requirement in certain instances.  Conversely, Subchapter I contains no such substitution allowance.  Finally, 46 

C.F.R. § 92.20.35 includes the requirements for when a hospital space must be included on an industrial vessel, 

Offshore Supply Vessels have no similar requirement.   

 

While many U.S. vessels operate under the same subchapter for their entire service life, vessels can and do change 

which subchapter they are certificated under.  A vessel owner will change or add a Subchapter determination in 

order to legally and safely participate in a different market segment.  When such a change is made, the USCG 

reviews, inspects, and approves the vessel, as well as the associated design documents, arrangements, equipment, 

manning scales, and other similar documents.  Once approved, the new certification is listed on the vessel’s 

Certificate of Inspection (COI) as issued by the USCG.24   

 

Unfortunately, not every flag state follows this arrangement.  The Bahamas Maritime Authority (BMA), does not 

dictate if a vessel is an Offshore Supply Vessel or is (or has been modified to become) an industrial vessel.  Instead, 

the BMA delegates these decisions to the class society. 25  This delegation was extended into U.S. waters by the 

USCG who failed to require the GEOQUIP SAENTIS to comply with the requirements of an industrial vessel 

because 46 C.F.R. § 90.05-1(a)(1) allows the USCG to exempt from these requirements any vessel from a nation 

that is a party to the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS).  The Bahamas is a party to 

this convention. 

 

The flaws in this system of multitiered delegation (from USCG, to BMA, to DNV GL) were put on stark display 

when the GEOQUIP SAENTIS departed Cammell Laird Shipyard having undergone the addition of the GMR 600 

 
22 46 C.F.R. § 125.160 
23 https://vesselregister.dnvgl.com/VesselRegister/vesseldetails.html?vesselid=24572 (Emphasis added).  
24 46 CFR § 2.01-5 
25 https://www.bahamasmaritime.com/the-bma/partnerships/authorised-classification-societies/ 

https://vesselregister.dnvgl.com/VesselRegister/vesseldetails.html?vesselid=24572
https://www.bahamasmaritime.com/the-bma/partnerships/authorised-classification-societies/
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drilling unit.  Despite the fact that this addition materially changed the GEOQUIP SAENTIS’ purpose, DNV GL 

allowed the vessel to maintain its classification as an Offshore Supply Vessel, with no notations of special service, 

third-party inspection, or flag-state approvals for the drilling derrick or any of the associated equipment.26  As such, 

the BNA did not change the vessel’s classification or inspection status within its registry, and, in turn, the USCG 

continued to treat the vessel as an Offshore Supply Vessel (See Exhibit 2).   

 

The treatment of the GEOQUIP SAENTIS as an Offshore Supply Vessel is made despite the fact that 46 C.F.R. § 

90.05-1(b) directs the USCG to inspect “foreign vessels of novel design or construction or whose operation involves 

potential unusual risks shall be subject to inspection to the extent necessary to safeguard life and property in United 

States ports.”   

 

Again, the differences in regulatory requirements between Offshore Supply Vessels and industrial vessels exist for 

a reason.  The risk of accidents threatening the safety of crew, the environment, or property is intrinsic for vessels 

that attach themselves to the seabed and drill into the subsoil with pipes that extend for thousands of feet through 

water, mud, and rocks.  That risk is obviously different than the risks presented by the work of Offshore Supply 

Vessels.  This difference in risks exists regardless of the flag a vessel carries and considering these risks it is a 

shocking lapse that the requirements of 46 C.F.R. Subchapter I  have not been applied to the GEOQUIP SAENTIS, 

as they would to any U.S.-flagged vessel.  

 

The GEOQUIP SAENTIS’ Use of a Foreign Crew Has Been Permitted by the USCG in Violation of 

Congress’s Manifest Intent, to the Detriment of U.S. Mariners and Vessel Owners. 

 

As explained above, the GEOQUIP SAENTIS has operated in U.S. waters with a foreign crew, which harms U.S. 

mariners and vessel owners.  The GEOQUIP SAENTIS has been able to do so because the USCG has implemented 

and enforced OCSLA in a manner that contravenes Congress’s express directives and intent in three primary ways: 

First, the USCG has implemented OCSLA’s foreign-vessel exemption in a manner that thwarts—rather than 

advances—it stated purpose by decoupling the nationality of the vessel’s crew from the nationality of the vessel.  

Second, USCG reviews a vessel’s ownership for compliance with OCSLA’s exemption only once—regardless of 

how many times that ownership changes.  Third, USCG appears not to be applying these OCSLA provisions at all 

to offshore wind development—despite clear contrary direction from Congress.   

 

The primary goal of OCSLA (43 U.S.C. § 1356) is to encourage employment of U.S. citizens while preventing U.S. 

workers from facing retaliation abroad.  In furtherance of the first goal, the Act requires that all vessels, rigs, 

platforms, or other structures on the U.S. OCS be manned by U.S. citizens or lawful permanent residents.  When 

this law was drafted, however, stakeholders feared its enactment would cause U.S. mariners working in international 

offshore energy markets—in particular, the U.K. and Norway—to face retaliation from those nations.  To minimize 

the risk of such retaliation, OCSLA included an exemption that allowed vessels, rigs, platforms, or other structures 

that are more than 50 percent foreign owned to employ foreign mariners and workers.  The goal was to encourage 

reciprocity by foreign nations—for example, the U.S. would allow Norwegian mariners on Norwegian vessels to 

work in U.S. waters, so that U.S. mariners on U.S. vessels could work in Norwegian waters.  This encourages the 

use of foreign vessels and crew instead of U.S.-crewed vessels. 

 

Unfortunately, when implementing Section 1356, the USCG made two errors that frustrate the stated purposes of 

OCSLA.  First, the USCG decoupled the nationality of the vessel’s crew from the nationality of the vessel, thereby 

allowing a Norwegian-flagged vessel to carry a crew from nations other than Norway (to continue the above 

example).  Thus, instead of simply protecting Norwegian workers on Norwegian vessels, the OCSLA exemption 

(as applied by USCG) permits foreign companies to save on labor costs by employing mariners from countries 

whose daily wage scale is far below that used for either U.S. or Norwegian mariners.  

 

 
26 https://vesselregister.dnv.com/VesselRegister/vesseldetails.html?vesselid=24572  

https://vesselregister.dnv.com/VesselRegister/vesseldetails.html?vesselid=24572
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Critically, that result is directly contrary to Congress’ intent.  As the OCSLA Conference Committee stated in its 

Report, the purpose of the OCSLA exemption was:  

 

To reconcile the dual concerns of providing the fullest possible employment for Americans in U.S. 

Outer Continental Shelf activities and eliminating to the fullest possible extent the likelihood of 

retaliation by foreign nations against American workers in foreign offshore activities.27 

 

 

If this provision was implemented consistent with the clear intent of Congress, foreign vessels would be required 

to use crews from their flag state.  As such, under this provision, the GEOQUIP SAENTIS should be required to 

utilize either Bahamian mariners or U.S. mariners.  As detailed above, OMSA does not believe citizens of either 

nation were part of the vessel’s marine crew when it operated in U.S. waters.  Instead, for cost saving purposes, the 

vessel utilized a crew primarily or exclusively composed of Eastern European mariners.   

 

As stated above, to qualify for the foreign crew allowance, a vessel must be no less than 50 percent foreign owned.  

Thus, to determine if a vessel qualifies, the USCG completes a review of the ownership of such vessels.  In 

implementing this requirement, the USCG made its second mistake:  Inexplicably, it reviews the ownership of a 

vessel only once, regardless of the number of times a vessel is sold or its ownership structure changes.   

 

In practice the process works as follows: a foreign vessel owner submits an application to the USCG attesting to its 

ownership structure; this application is reviewed and approved by the USCG; and the USCG provides the vessel 

owner with an “OCS Exemption Letter” (the document that enables the vessel to utilize foreign crew members 

while operating in U.S. waters).  This letter is valid for the life of the vessel.  Subsequently copies of this OCS 

Exemption Letter are provided to  mariners, who, in turn, utilize the letter to obtain an OCS B-1 visa, which enables 

these mariners to work in U.S. waters. 

 

The fact that this review is conducted only once is a shocking lapse in oversight considering the regularity with 

which offshore vessels are sold and the ownership structures of offshore companies change.  In fact, this attribute 

of the market is so well understood that U.S. vessel owners are required to prove their ownership structures on an 

annual basis in order to continue to receive Jones Act privileges.   

 

The GEOQUIP SAENTIS is proof of the USCG’s lax review of foreign vessel ownership.  Geoquip Marine 

purchased the GEOQUIP SAENTIS in 2019.  Yet, according to the USCG’s Port State Information Exchange 

(PSIX) (the database which tracks and reports the various approvals, credentials, inspections, and certificates 

required of offshore vessels and any incidents or events they may be involved in), the GEOQUIP SAENTIS’ OCS 

Exemption Letter was issued on September 7, 2007 (see Exhibit 2).  Obviously, the fact that the GEOQUIP 

SAENTIS’ OCS Exemption Letter was issued more than 10 years before it was purchased by its current owners 

demonstrates that the USCG has not reviewed the current ownership of this vessel and cannot know if it currently 

meets the statutory requirements to employ foreign mariners while operating in U.S. waters.   

 

OMSA is further concerned about rumors that the USCG is not applying even this minimal review process to vessels 

engaged in offshore wind projects, and instead is allowing foreign-flagged vessel and mariners to operate in U.S. 

waters without any review of their citizenship or ownership.  Specifically, OMSA notes a blog post from a law firm 

that represents numerous foreign vessel operators; the post alludes to an agreement between the USCG and the 

Department of State whereby foreign mariners may secure the OCS B-1 visa without an OCS Exemption Letter 

from the USCG—i.e., without the vessel going through the USCG ownership review process required by Section 

1356.28  It seems that this workaround was created because the USCG does not believe that OCSLA (and therefore 

Section 1356) applies to offshore wind projects.    

 
27 Conference Report No. 95-1474, to accompany S.9, August 10, 1978 (emphases added) 
28 https://www.blankrome.com/publications/considerations-use-offshore-wind-vessels-us-operations-0  
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In the William M. (Mac) Thornberry National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2021, H.R. 6395, 116th 

Cong. § 9503 (2021) (the 2021 NDAA), Congress specifically amended OCSLA to clarify that its provisions—

including the above-listed manning requirements—apply to all mineral and nonmineral offshore energy exploration, 

development, and production activities.  Because the 2021 NDAA only clarified OCSLA’s scope—not revised it—

OMSA believes the OCSLA has applied to offshore wind development since at least the passage of the Energy 

Policy Act of 2005, when OCSLA was amended specifically to cover offshore wind permitting.29  Even if the USCG 

disagrees with that position, however, Section 1356 unambiguously applies to vessels engaged in offshore wind as 

of January 1, 2021 (the effective date of the 2021 NDAA).  Despite these repeated Congressional mandates, the 

above-stated law firm post suggests that the USCG is still not applying Section 1356 to offshore wind, instead 

utilizing a non-statutory workaround to allow foreign mariners and foreign vessels to work in U.S. waters without 

even the lax oversight required by USCG’s interpretation of Section 1356.   

 

Considering all of this information, OMSA respectfully urges the USCG to conform it practices/implementing 

regulations to Congress’ mandates and stated intent by (1) ensuring that, for any vessel seeking an exemption under 

Section 1356, the citizenship of the vessel crew and the flag of the vessel are one in the same; (2) properly overseeing 

Section 1356 ownership requirements by requiring USCG review every time a vessel’s ownership structure changes 

or the vessel is sold; and (3) enforcing OCSLA’s requirements to companies and vessels engaged in offshore wind 

development.       

 

Vessel Operations:  

 

The GEOQUIP SAENTIS Is Performing Coastwise Transportation in Violation of the Jones Act:  

 

From June 2020 through May 2021, the Chinese-built, Swiss-owned, foreign-crewed GEOQUIP SAENTIS 

conducted offshore wind work on behalf of a U.S. energy provider based in Virginia.  This work involved the 

transportation of merchandise between two U.S. points.  The Jones Act explicitly reserves the “transportation of 

merchandise” between U.S. “points” (i.e., “coastwise transportation”) to U.S.-built, U.S.-flagged, and U.S.-crewed 

vessels.  46 U.S.C. § 55102(b).  By performing such work (with a foreign crew), the GEOQUIP SAENTIS took 

work away from capable U.S. vessels and U.S. mariners, in violation of the Jones Act.  OMSA has been clear that 

CBP (acting outside of the authority granted to it in law) has created loopholes to the Jones Act which purport to 

allow foreign-flagged vessels to transport merchandise between two U.S. points in some circumstances.  However, 

none of those purported loopholes apply here.  Therefore, even under the loosest—and incorrect—interpretation of 

the Jones Act, GEOQUIP SAENTIS’s activities are unlawful. 

 

The GEOQUIP SAENTIS Performs Transportation Between U.S. “Points”: 

 

As a threshold matter, the geotechnical activities conducted by Geoquip Marine constitute transportation between 

U.S. “points” that is subject to the Jones Act.  Geotechnical operations are explained in a report commissioned by 

the U.S. Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) below.  Generally speaking, a vessel performing 

geotechnical operations connects its drilling equipment to the seabed and collects materials from the seabed and 

subsoil of the OCS:  

 

[G]eotechnical investigations rely on intrusive methods to measure and/or sample the ground 

conditions.  A geotechnical investigation, such as a boring or Cone Penetration Test (CPT), is 

performed at a specific location to better define the geologic and geotechnical conditions with 

depth. . . . This is achieved by the execution of drilling and sampling campaigns, which allow for 

 
29 P.L. No. 109-58 
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detailed inspection and testing of the collected soils or rocks, as well as detailed in-situ testing, 

such as CPT.30   

 

 

The Jones Act applies to this geotechnical activity because each location where a geotechnical vessel connects with 

the seabed and drills into the subsoil is a “point … to which the coastwise laws apply.”31  This is clear from the 

plain text of Section 4(a)(1) of OCSLA (43 U.S.C. § 1333(a)(1)),32 which confirms that “[t]he Constitution and 

laws and civil and political jurisdiction of the United States” (i.e., the coastwise laws) extend to: 

(i) the subsoil and seabed of the outer Continental Shelf; 

 

(ii) all artificial islands on the outer Continental Shelf; 

 
(iii) installations and other devices permanently or temporarily attached to the seabed, which 

may be erected thereon for the purpose of exploring for, developing, or producing 

resources, including non-mineral energy resources; or 

 

(iv) any such installation or other device (other than a ship or vessel) for the purpose of 

transporting or transmitting such resources. 

 

43 U.S.C. § 1333(a)(1) (emphasis added).  This plain text clearly states that the entire “seabed of the [OCS]” is a 

point for Jones Act purposes.  Thus, anytime a foreign-flagged geophysical vessel connects to such a point and then 

transports merchandise from this point to another U.S. point, that is transportation, and therefore a Jones Act 

violation.33 

 

OMSA understands that CBP has rejected this plain-text reading Section 1333, and held instead that the phrase 

“subsoil and seabed” somehow does not include “pristine seabed,” which it purports to exempt from OCSLA and 

therefore the Jones Act.  OMSA continues to assert that this position is legally incorrect: OCSLA makes no 

distinction for “pristine” seabed but extends to the entire “subsoil and seabed” of the OCS.  OMSA disagrees with 

this purported loophole.   

 

Even under CBP’s incorrect interpretation, however, Geoquip Marine’s activities come within the purview of the 

Jones Act.  Prior CBP letter rulings have stated that the moment a drilling vessel punches a hole into the seabed of 

the OCS, that location is no longer “pristine,” but becomes a “point” for Jones Act purposes.  Indeed, HQ 109340 

adopts this analysis with respect to a substantially identical geotechnical process: In that letter ruling, a Canadian-

flagged drillship conducted drilling operations on the U.S. OCS.  CBP ruled that “after the drillship is attached to 

the seabed at the initial drilling site on the OCS, that site would be considered a coastwise point.”34  Further, the 

letter ruling noted that the same principle had been applied to other installations or devices “secured to or submerged 

on the seabed of the United States outer continental shelf.”35  Finally, the ruling clearly states, “Once the drilling 

was started, the site would continue to be considered a coastwise point even if the drill ship left it, unless the well 

site was determined to be nonproductive and was capped or plugged or abandoned.”36 

 

 
30 “Data Gathering Process:  Geotechnical Departures for Offshore Wind Energy” BOEM Publication No. 2018-054 (Sept. 

19, 2018); BOEM Award Contract No.: 140M0118P003, DNV GL Document No.: 10071328-HOU-01 (emphasis added). 
31 46 U.S.C. § 55102(b). 
32 As amended by The William M. (Mac) Thornberry National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2021, H.R. 6395, 

116th Cong. § 9503 (2021). 
33 46 U.S.C. § 55102(a)(2); Pub. L. No. 100-329, § 1(a)(2), 102 Stat. 588, 588 (1988). 
34 HQ 109340 (2008). 
35 Id. 
36 Id.  
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The operation described in HQ 109340 is substantially identical to the drilling activities of the Chinese-built, Swiss-

owned, foreign-crewed GEOQUIP SAENTIS.  In both cases, vessels working in offshore energy exploration, 

development, or production activities lower an installation or device to the OCS seabed and use this drilling rig to 

penetrate the seabed and drill into the subsoil of the OCS.  Thus, even under this loosest of interpretations of 

OCSLA, each location at which that GEOQUIP SAENTIS’ drill bit penetrates the seabed and subsoil is now a 

coastwise point.   

 

The GEOQUIP SAENTIS Transports Soil Samples—which Qualify as “Merchandise”—Between These U.S. 

Points: 

 

The GEOQUIP SAENTIS not only connects to each of these points of the OCS, it also—per Geoquip Marine’s 

own materials—removes and transports soil samples (which constitute “merchandise”) from each of these coastwise 

points to shoreside labs (another U.S. point).  Geoquip Marine admits to these activities in a July 27, 2020 press 

release, wherein it highlighted that it was using three foreign-flagged, foreign-crewed vessels to conduct 

geotechnical activities in the Coastal Virginia Offshore Wind (CVOW) project.  Specifically, the release states: 

 

The Geoquip Marine vessels deployed on this project are docked in Newport News, Va . . . [T]his 

contract has demanded the simultaneous deployment of three of its DP2 vessels, the GEOQUIP 

SAENTIS, GEOQUIP SPEER and DINA POLARIS. . . . [Geoquip Marine] is responsible for all 

laboratory testing and final geotechnical reporting for the main lease area and along the export 

cable route.37 

 

 

On its website, Geoquip Marine further describes the GEOQUIP SAENTIS’ activities as follows:  

 

The laboratory is equipped with the necessary tools to conduct standard soil and rock tests. Routine 

sample handling, photography, classification and storage are part of the everyday work process in 

the laboratory. The testing regime on samples varies and can be tailored to your project. 

 

Recovered samples are stored in a temperature-controlled environment prior to shipment to an 

onshore facility.38 

 

 

Another section of Geoquip Marine’s website confirms that these activities are taking place in U.S. waters:  

 

Geoquip Marine completed a geotechnical site investigation off the East Coast USA for an offshore 

wind farm (OWF). The vessel Geoquip Saentis recovered high quality samples and recorded in situ 

PCPT, seismic PCPT and PS logging data at individual borehole locations. The offshore 

geotechnical data acquired was then analysed by Geoquip Marine onshore geotechnical engineers 

to determine soil stratigraphy, classification and input parameters for front end engineering design 

(FEED) of the planned offshore wind farm.39 

 

 

In addition, OMSA has conducted its own review of GEOQUIP SAENTIS’ activities while it was on charter to a 

U.S. power producer using the AIS data reported on the PortVision 360 platform.  Consistent with Geoquip 

Marine’s disclosures above, the vessel’s movements during that time were indicative of geotechnical survey 

 
37 https://www.geoquip-marine.com/press-releases/geoquip-marine-proudly-supports-dominion-energy-in-flagship-u-s-wind-

farm-development-project/ 
38 https://www.geoquip-marine.com/fleet/geoquip-saentis-with-gmr600/ 
39 https://www.geoquip-marine.com/track-record/owf-geotechnical-site-investigation-usa/ [emphasis added]. 
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operations and the transportation of samples from the offshore lease area to a testing facility in Newport News, 

Virginia.  These activities are detailed in Exhibit 3.   

 

In particular, OMSA observed the GEOQUIP SAENTIS routinely move between Newport News, Virginia, and 

locations within the area leased to a U.S. energy provider for offshore wind development,40 which is approximately 

“27 miles off the coast of Virginia Beach” (the “Lease Area”).41  The vessel made numerous trips from the Lease 

Area to port—an approximate eight-hour roundtrip transit—to spend less than four hours at the dock.  In one 

instance, it spent less than two total hours at the dock.  Based upon information contained on the vessel’s 

specification page as found on the Geoquip Marine webpage and publicly available fuel rates, OMSA calculated 

that each of these trips cost at least $1,600 in diesel bunkering (fuel) costs.  In marine operations, dock trip costs 

are almost always borne by the vessel operator, unless specifically directed by the charterer.  Because no vessel 

operator would regularly incur such fuel costs for such a short time at dock, the only reasonable interpretation of 

this data is that the GEOQUIP SAENTIS sailed to the dock to transfer samples at the charterer’s request.   

 

The vessel’s activities within the Lease Area are similarly consistent with geotechnical survey operations: OMSA 

repeatedly observed the GEOQUIP SAENTIS holding a position for hours or days at a time, then making a relatively 

short position change at relatively slow speed (i.e., consistent with movement from one planned wind turbine 

location to the next), and then repeating the process.  That movement pattern is indicative of geotechnical survey 

operations—as explained in a notice issued by another wind developer that chartered the GEOQUIP SAENTIS.  In 

describing the same movement pattern, the notice states that the GEOQUIP SAENTIS (which it mistakenly refers 

to as the “Seantis”) and two other foreign-flagged geotechnical vessels: 

 

will have zero maneuverability when operation [sic] are underway and we would request all vessels 

to maintain a [one nautical mile] exclusion [zone] around the vessel. If the vessel is required to 

relocate then a minimum of 6hrs notice would ensure sufficient time to recover all drilling 

equipment and permit the vessel to move. (See Exhibit 4)  

  

 

In sum, the only logical conclusion based on the GEOQUIP SAENTIS’s movement patterns OMSA observed is 

that the vessel was engaged in geotechnical activities, and then transported seabed and subsoil samples from a point 

on the U.S. OCS to a U.S. port (another “point”).   

 

There is no question that soil samples are “merchandise” whose transportation between U.S. points is subject to the 

Jones Act.  The definition of “merchandise” is exceptionally broad; it encompasses all “goods, wares, and chattels 

of every description ….” 19 U.S.C. § 1401, including “valueless material” and government property, 46 U.S.C. § 

55102(a)(2). 

 

Indeed, given the size of the Virginia project, federal regulations will require the GEOQUIP SAENTIS to transport 

dozens, if not hundreds, of soil samples.  To promote “responsible offshore development,” federal regulations 

require any offshore wind project to submit a Construction Operations Plan (COP)—a document which “details all 

planned facilities and activities that will be required for the construction, operation, and decommissioning of the 

project . . . .”42  The COP must include a “sediment testing program” and must specify “the results of adequate in 

situ testing, boring and sampling at each foundation location.”43  According to a “frequently asked questions” 

 
40 Specifically, the BOEM leased “Renewable Energy Lease Number OCS-A 0483” (the “Lease Area”) to Virginia Electric 

and Power Company d/b/a Dominion Virginia Power (a.k.a. “Dominion Energy”). See https://www.boem.gov/renewable-

energy/state-activities/commercial-lease-wind-energy-offshore-virginia 
41 “Coastal Virginia Offshore Wind Project,” BOEM, at https://www.boem.gov/renewable-energy/state-activities/coastal-

virginia-offshore-wind-project-cvow  
42 Data Gathering Process:  Geotechnical Departures for Offshore Wind Energy” September 19, 2018, BOEM Publication 

No.: 2018-054, BOEM Award Contract No.: 140M0118P003, DNV GL Document No.: 10071328-HOU-01. 
43 30 C.F.R. 585.626 [emphasis added]. 
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website maintained by the project sponsor, the project is expected to have approximately 180 turbines and at least 

two substations—each of which will require soil testing under the COP and associated regulations.44  In sum, 

according to Geoquip Marine’s own disclosures and OMSA’s observations, all of this transportation of merchandise 

is being performed by the GEOQUIP SAENTIS in violation of the Jones Act. 

 

GEOQUIP SAENTIS Does Not Qualify for the “Research Vessel” Exemption from the Jones Act: 

 

In addition, OMSA understands that some believe foreign-flagged vessels can skirt the Jones Act by unilaterally 

declaring themselves to be an offshore research vessel.  OMSA disagrees that this is permissible under the Jones 

Act.  However, even if foreign-flagged vessels could unilaterally construct their own loopholes to U.S. laws, that 

could not justify the GEOQUIP SAENTIS’s activities here, because the GEOQUIP SAENTIS could not 

conceivably qualify as an offshore research vessel.  On the contrary, the vessel’s classification document 

specifically states that the GEOQUIP SAENTIS is a “supply vessel” with “[c]apability to perform transportation of 

stores, liquids and goods to offshore units or installations,” and that the vessel has “no additional purpose.”45  

Further, PSIX, as maintained by the USCG, lists the vessel as an “offshore supply vessel.” (See Exhibit 2). 

 

Finally, OMSA notes that Geoquip Marine’s ongoing use of the GEOQUIP SAENTIS for the activities described 

above disproves the claim—made by many in the wind industry—that wind developers will use foreign-flagged 

vessels only when no U.S. vessels are available.”46  As demonstrated above, there are plenty of U.S.-flagged vessels 

capable of performing the activities described herein. 

 

The Lack of Regulatory Compliance of the GEOQUIP SAENTIS:  

 

In addition to the OCSLA and Jones Act violations committed by the GEOQUIP SAENTIS, in two short years 

operating in U.S. waters, the GEOQUIP SAENTIS has amassed a record of non-compliance with U.S. pollution 

prevention laws and has been confirmed as a known pollution source in one USCG spill investigation (See Exhibit 

2).  The following highlights some of the GEOQUIP SAENTIS’ most egregious violations.  

 

(1) On August 3, 2020, the USCG started an investigation to a pollution incident report (USCG Activity Number 

7043770 and Case Number 1233087).  As reported on PSIX, the GEOQUIP SAENTIS was found to be an 

“Acknowledged Pollution Source” as part of the investigation; however, further public information is not available.  

 

(2) The GEOQUIP SAENTIS has also repeatedly been denied entry into U.S. ports by the USCG COTP—for 

example, it was denied entry to the port by USCG Group Woods Hole, Massachusetts on October 9, 2019, and to 

the port of Boston, Massachusetts on October 11, 2019.  These denials appear to be based on the fact that the vessel 

lacked a Vessel General Permit (VGP). 

 

A VPG permit is issued to vessels by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) under the Clean Water Act 

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES).  The permit establishes limits for 27 specified 

substances that are found in discharges from vessels; the permit also establishes requirements for the sampling, 

 
44 https://coastalvawind.com/about-offshore-wind/frequently-asked-questions/general.aspx 
45 https://vesselregister.dnvgl.com/VesselRegister/vesseldetails.html?vesselid=24572 [emphasis added]. 
46 For example, during an April 20, 2021 hearing of the U.S. House Committee on Natural Resources, Subcommittee on 

Energy and Mineral Energy, American Clean Power Association CEO Heather Zichal stated, “the nascent offshore wind 

industry will use foreign-flagged ships during certain limited construction activities, such as heavy lifts, because there are 

currently no US-flagged vessels that can perform these activities.” 

[https://naturalresources.house.gov/imo/media/doc/Testimony%20-%20Ms.%20Heather%20Zichal,%20ACP%20-%20EMR

%20Leg%20Hrg%2004.20.21.pdf [emphasis added].  There currently are U.S.-flagged vessels that can conduct geotechnical 

activities; moreover, the GEOQUIP SAENTIS was not conducting the “limited construction activities” for which ACP 

suggested foreign-flagged vessels would be required. For both reasons, ACP’s statement is false. 

https://naturalresources.house.gov/imo/media/doc/Testimony%20-%20Ms.%20Heather%20Zichal,%20ACP%20-%20EMR%20Leg%20Hrg%2004.20.21.pdf
https://naturalresources.house.gov/imo/media/doc/Testimony%20-%20Ms.%20Heather%20Zichal,%20ACP%20-%20EMR%20Leg%20Hrg%2004.20.21.pdf
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inspection, reporting, and recordkeeping of these types of incidental discharges.47  All commercial vessels operating 

in U.S. waters that are over 300 gross tons or have the capability of holding or discharging 2,113 gallons of ballast 

water are required to apply for and secure a VGP.48  Vessels are required to secure a VGP seven days prior to 

discharging into U.S. waters.49  Vessels without a VGP are not allowed to discharge anything into U.S. waters; as 

the VGP covers discharges which are “incidental” to vessel operations, it is difficult for vessels to meet this standard.    

 

After being turned away from the Woods Hole port, the GEOQUIP SAENTIS applied for a permit on October 10, 

2019, after the vessel was already in U.S. waters.  The Notice of Intent (NOI) completed by the GEOQUIP 

SAENTIS and submitted to the EPA indicates it is a “Research/Survey Vessel,” with a maximum crew capacity of 

22 persons, travels beyond the U.S. Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) (a zone extending 200 nautical miles from 

land), and does not engage in nearshore voyages.50   

 

All of this information is inaccurate.  As detailed above, the GEOQUIP SAENTIS’ vessel type is a “Supply Vessel,” 

meaning that it has “[c]apability to perform transportation of stores, liquids and goods to offshore units or 

installations,” and that the vessel has “no additional purpose.”51  Further, the Geoquip Marine website states that 

the vessel has a maximum crew capacity of 55, not 22 as listed on the VGP application.52  This is an important fact 

because the more persons that are on board the vessel the more wastewater is created and the greater the need for 

the vessel to discharge this water.  Finally, as detailed further in Exhibit 3, the vessel made almost exclusively 

nearshore voyages during all of 2020 and 2021, only once leaving the U.S. EEZ for travel back to Europe for 

shipyard work.  This is important, because this means that the vessel spent the majority of its time in waters covered 

by the VGP, a fact not disclosed on its NOI.    

 

AIS Signal:  

 

In addition to violating the Jones Act and environmental regulations, the GEOQUIP SAENTIS appears to be turning 

off or otherwise causing its AIS to not broadcast the vessel’s position, which creates navigational hazards and 

decreases the USCG’s domain awareness.   

 

AIS is a maritime navigation safety communication system that makes it possible for vessels to not only view 

marine traffic in their area but also understand each nearby vessel’s size, speed, and heading.  In addition, the USCG 

utilizes AIS to maintain its Marine Domain Awareness (MDA), which is defined as “anything associated with the 

global maritime domain that could impact the security, safety, economy, or environment of the United States.”53  

Maintaining MDA has been determined to be a key aspect of the United States homeland security.54   

 

Due to the importance of AIS, the International Maritime Organization’s (IMO) International Convention for the 

Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) requires all ships, vessels, and crafts irrespective of type and purpose to be outfitted 

with and operate AIS equipment.  See SOLAS Chapter V, Regulation 19.2.  Similarly, under U.S. Law, carriage 

and usage of AIS is required for most vessels.55  

   

 
47 https://www.epa.gov/vessels-marinas-and-ports/commercial-vessel-discharge-standards-frequently-asked-

questions#GeneralVGP 
48 Section 1.5.1.1 of “Vessel General Permit for Discharges Incidental to the Normal Operation of Vessels (VGP) 
49 Id.  
50 https://ordspub.epa.gov/ords/vgpenoi/f?p=102:84::::84:P84_CERT_ID:372784 
51 https://vesselregister.dnvgl.com/VesselRegister/vesseldetails.html?vesselid=24572 [emphasis added]. 
52 https://www.geoquip-marine.com/fleet/geoquip-saentis-with-gmr600/ 
53 “National Plan to Achieve Maritime Domain Awareness” October 2005, Maritime Security Policy Coordinating 

Committee  
54 Id.  
55 46 U.S.C. § 70114 (a) 

https://www.epa.gov/vessels-marinas-and-ports/commercial-vessel-discharge-standards-frequently-asked-questions#GeneralVGP
https://www.epa.gov/vessels-marinas-and-ports/commercial-vessel-discharge-standards-frequently-asked-questions#GeneralVGP
https://ordspub.epa.gov/ords/vgpenoi/f?p=102:84::::84:P84_CERT_ID:372784
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During the course of OMSA’s tracking of the GEOQUIP SAENTIS, OMSA noted that the vessel repeatedly 

disappeared from AIS for long periods of time even when there are other vessels in the area.  Specifically, OMSA 

documented the below as one illustrative example of what appears to be a regular pattern of the GEOQUIP 

SAENTIS not broadcasting her position on AIS. 

 

On April 29, 2021, the GEOQUIP SAENTIS left Newport News, Virginia under her own power to return to the 

Lease Area.  At 15:33 on that day, the vessel reports a position just outside of the channel approaches for the 

Chesapeake Bay (See Fig. 4).  After that time, it appears that the AIS system no longer records the vessel’s accurate 

position: As depicted in Fig. 5, the vessel’s “reported” information along the left side of the screen shot continues 

to report 15:32:39, even though the time of the map (as seen at bottom) has advanced to 15:43.  Additionally, note 

how the USNS NEWPORT which followed the GEOQUIP SAENTIS has changed positions while the GEOQUIP 

SAENTIS has not, despite the fact the vessel continues to report a speed of 9.1 knots). 

 

 
Figure 4:  The position of the GEOQUIP SAENTIS on April 29, 2021, at 15:32:39 (note how the time of the vessel’s reported position on 

the left essentially matches the map time at the bottom).  (Source OMSA analysis using Portvision 360 data).  
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Figure 5:  The position of the GEOQUIP SAENTIS on April 29, 2021, at 15:43 (note how the time of the vessel’s reported position on the 

left no longer matches the map time, and how the vessel’s position has not changed while the position of the surrounding vessels, including 

the USNS NEWPORT, have changed).  (Source OMSA analysis using Portvision 360 data). 
  

 

The GEOQUIP SAENTIS doesn’t record another position until 15:59 when it reappears more than a mile away, 

still reporting a speed close to nine knots (See Fig. 6).  The vessel then disappears off of AIS again, not reporting a 

position until 17:41 the following day (April 30) (See Fig. 7 when the vessel appears to be on position and working 

within the Lease Area).   

 

 
Figure 6:  The GEOQUIP SAENTIS reappears on AIS more than a mile away from its previously reported position, now within the Dominion 

Lease area.  Immediately after this time, the vessel disappears from AIS and does not reappear until the following day.  (Source OMSA 

analysis using Portvision 360 data).  
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Figure 7:  The GEOQUIP SAENTIS reappears on AIS more than 24 hours after its previous position report (figure 6).  The vessel is now 

stationary and appears to be conducting geotechnical operations.   (Source OMSA analysis using Portvision 360 data).  
 

 

Soon thereafter, the vessel again stops reporting a position.  (Note in Figure 8 how the icon for the vessel is 

shadowed indicating it is not reporting a position; also note the difference between Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 where the 

passing TALOS continues to report heading and position. This demonstrates that the problems impacting the 

GEOQUIP SAENTIS’ AIS signal do not appear to be weather-based or a problem in that geographic area, but are 

specific to the GEOQUIP SAENTIS.  The vessel continues to not report a position until 03:05 the following day 

(May 1, 2021) when it appears miles away heading in the opposite direction than it was when it disappeared (Fig 

10). 

 

 
Figure 8:  The GEOQUIP SAENTIS has stopped reporting AIS data—note the greyed-out vessel icon.  The GEOQUIP SAENTIS is not 

reporting even though the nearby vessel TALOS continues to report AIS data.  (Source OMSA analysis using Portvision 360 data).  
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Figure 9:  The GEOQUIP SAENTIS continues to not report AIS data.  Note the change in the position of the TALOS, indicating that the issue 

affecting the GEOQUIP SAENTIS’ AIS signal is localized to that vessel.  (Source OMSA analysis using Portvision 360 data).  
 

 
Figure 10:  The GEOQUIP SAENTIS reappears on AIS the following day—apparently having either gone into port or made a position change 

of a significant distance—and is now heading in the opposite direction as when it last appeared on AIS.  (Source OMSA analysis using 

Portvision 360 data).  
 

 

The above information indicates a significant problem with the GEOQUIP SAENTIS’ AIS reporting system or a 

habit of allowing or causing the system to not report the vessel’s data.  In addition to being a violation of SOLAS 

Chapter V, Regulation 19.2 and 33 C.F.R. 164.46, this activity is required to be reported to the USCG per 33 C.F.R. 

164.53 and causes a significant safety hazard when the vessel operates in an around heavily travel shipping fairways 

as it was during its service.  
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Considering all of the information above, we respectfully request that a full investigation of the vessel’s activities 

be undertaken.  If you wish to discuss the issue further or have additional questions, please do not hesitate to contact 

the OMSA President and CEO at Aaron.Smith@offshoremarine.org.  

 

Sincerely,  

 
Aaron C. Smith  

President and CEO 

 

mailto:Aaron.Smith@offshoremarine.org
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Date Location Speed Heading Course Latitude Longitude

03/26/2019 15:20:13 UTC 248 m NNE of Cammell Laird, Birkenhead, 
MSY 0 kn 278° [E] 328.6° [SSE] 53° 23' 15.0000" N 3° 0' 35.0171" W

05/02/2019 13:13:57 UTC At Cammell Laird, Birkenhead, MSY 0 kn 73° [WSW] 67.7° [WSW] 53° 23' 5.5500" N 3° 0' 34.7219" W

05/03/2019 00:00:24 UTC At Cammell Laird, Birkenhead, MSY 0 kn 73° [WSW] 67.7° [WSW] 53° 23' 5.4311" N 3° 0' 35.1431" W

05/03/2019 12:00:42 UTC At Cammell Laird, Birkenhead, MSY 0 kn 74° [WSW] 67.7° [WSW] 53° 23' 5.3880" N 3° 0' 34.9019" W

05/04/2019 00:01:06 UTC At Cammell Laird, Birkenhead, MSY 0 kn 73° [WSW] 67.7° [WSW] 53° 23' 5.6327" N 3° 0' 35.2691" W

05/04/2019 12:00:26 UTC At Cammell Laird, Birkenhead, MSY 0 kn 73° [WSW] 67.7° [WSW] 53° 23' 5.5931" N 3° 0' 35.0712" W

05/05/2019 00:00:39 UTC At Cammell Laird, Birkenhead, MSY 0 kn 73° [WSW] 67.7° [WSW] 53° 23' 5.7228" N 3° 0' 35.0460" W

05/05/2019 12:00:53 UTC At Cammell Laird, Birkenhead, MSY 0 kn 73° [WSW] 67.7° [WSW] 53° 23' 5.3087" N 3° 0' 35.1252" W

05/06/2019 00:00:36 UTC At Cammell Laird, Birkenhead, MSY 0 kn 74° [WSW] 67.7° [WSW] 53° 23' 5.5931" N 3° 0' 35.2619" W

05/06/2019 12:00:06 UTC At Cammell Laird, Birkenhead, MSY 0 kn 74° [WSW] 67.7° [WSW] 53° 23' 5.6831" N 3° 0' 35.1899" W

05/07/2019 00:00:26 UTC At Cammell Laird, Birkenhead, MSY 0 kn 73° [WSW] 67.7° [WSW] 53° 23' 5.7659" N 3° 0' 35.0352" W

05/07/2019 12:00:01 UTC 145 m SE of Cammell Laird, Birkenhead, 
MSY 0 kn 73° [WSW] 67.7° [WSW] 53° 23' 5.0712" N 3° 0' 35.2691" W

05/08/2019 00:00:51 UTC At Cammell Laird, Birkenhead, MSY 0 kn 73° [WSW] 315.5° [SE] 53° 23' 5.6651" N 3° 0' 35.0279" W

05/08/2019 12:00:58 UTC At Cammell Laird, Birkenhead, MSY 0 kn 73° [WSW] 315.5° [SE] 53° 23' 6.1080" N 3° 0' 35.2151" W

05/09/2019 00:01:13 UTC At Cammell Laird, Birkenhead, MSY 0 kn 73° [WSW] 315.5° [SE] 53° 23' 5.4600" N 3° 0' 34.9847" W
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05/09/2019 12:01:35 UTC At Cammell Laird, Birkenhead, MSY 0 kn 73° [WSW] 119.4° [WNW] 53° 23' 6.1368" N 3° 0' 35.6939" W

05/10/2019 00:01:57 UTC At Cammell Laird, Birkenhead, MSY 0 kn 73° [WSW] 119.4° [WNW] 53° 23' 5.3340" N 3° 0' 34.4339" W

05/10/2019 12:02:35 UTC At Cammell Laird, Birkenhead, MSY 0 kn 73° [WSW] 119.4° [WNW] 53° 23' 5.7732" N 3° 0' 35.0820" W

05/11/2019 00:00:05 UTC At Cammell Laird, Birkenhead, MSY 0 kn 73° [WSW] 119.4° [WNW] 53° 23' 5.7120" N 3° 0' 35.2619" W

05/11/2019 12:02:16 UTC 11.56 nmi NNW of Port of Mostyn Limited, 
Mostyn, FLN 0.3 kn 285° [ESE] 140° [NW] 53° 29' 19.7160" N 3° 25' 21.9900" W

05/12/2019 00:02:37 UTC 11.55 nmi NNW of Port of Mostyn Limited, 
Mostyn, FLN 0.2 kn 322° [SE] 41.6° [SW] 53° 29' 18.9240" N 3° 25' 22.9728" W

05/12/2019 12:02:58 UTC 11.56 nmi NNW of Port of Mostyn Limited, 
Mostyn, FLN 0 kn 284° [ESE] 346.3° [SSE] 53° 29' 19.9319" N 3° 25' 22.4040" W

05/13/2019 00:00:02 UTC 11.86 nmi NE of Port Of Larne, IRE 11.6 kn 329° [SSE] 327.7° [SSE] 55° 0' 0.2700" N 5° 34' 40.7927" W

05/13/2019 12:00:17 UTC 37 nmi WNW of Fishing Pier, Tobermory, 
Arg & Bt 9.7 kn 12° [SSW] 10.2° [S] 56° 45' 47.8260" N 7° 9' 22.6692" W

05/14/2019 00:00:48 UTC 23.38 nmi E of Macmillan Engineering Ltd, 
Stornoway, WIS 7 kn 38° [SW] 33.3° [SSW] 58° 11' 7.9187" N 5° 38' 52.2491" W

05/14/2019 12:00:32 UTC 7.23 nmi NNE of St Ola Terminal 5.6 kn 86° [W] 81° [W] 58° 43' 0.9659" N 3° 25' 57.0792" W

05/15/2019 00:06:36 UTC 6.27 nmi ESE of Nigg Ferry Terminal, Tain, 
HLD 0.1 kn 249° [NEE] 288.6° [ESE] 57° 39' 32.3532" N 3° 50' 11.0291" W

05/15/2019 12:02:18 UTC 2.86 nmi E of Nigg Ferry Terminal, Tain, 
HLD 0.1 kn 294° [ESE] 301.5° [ESE] 57° 41' 2.8068" N 3° 56' 0.8807" W

05/16/2019 00:01:50 UTC 242 m SSE of MS Industrial Services Ltd, 
Invergordon, ROC 0.1 kn 261° [E] 341.7° [SSE] 57° 41' 8.3651" N 4° 9' 44.1252" W

05/16/2019 12:02:37 UTC 631 m SSE of MS Industrial Services Ltd, 
Invergordon, ROC 0.1 kn 92° [W] 326.5° [SSE] 57° 40' 58.2780" N 4° 9' 29.2572" W

05/17/2019 00:01:00 UTC 18 nmi NEE of Nigg Ferry Terminal, Tain, 
HLD 0.2 kn 81° [W] 154.3° [NNW] 57° 45' 27.7919" N 3° 28' 30.2591" W
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05/17/2019 12:01:23 UTC 18.27 nmi NEE of Nigg Ferry Terminal, Tain, 
HLD 0.1 kn 111° [WNW] 304.7° [SE] 57° 45' 30.2039" N 3° 28' 1.1027" W

05/18/2019 00:00:32 UTC 18.23 nmi NEE of Nigg Ferry Terminal, Tain, 
HLD 0.1 kn 92° [W] 272.6° [E] 57° 45' 27.0972" N 3° 28' 3.4428" W

05/18/2019 12:01:04 UTC 18.23 nmi NEE of Nigg Ferry Terminal, Tain, 
HLD 0.1 kn 56° [SW] 330.9° [SSE] 57° 45' 26.8452" N 3° 28' 3.3707" W

05/19/2019 00:00:42 UTC 18.2 nmi NEE of Nigg Ferry Terminal, Tain, 
HLD 0.4 kn 82° [W] 229.8° [NE] 57° 45' 23.7707" N 3° 28' 6.0132" W

05/19/2019 12:00:35 UTC 18.03 nmi NEE of Nigg Ferry Terminal, Tain, 
HLD 0.1 kn 54° [SW] 0.2° [S] 57° 45' 14.6951" N 3° 28' 22.4400" W

05/20/2019 00:00:29 UTC 18.22 nmi NEE of Nigg Ferry Terminal, Tain, 
HLD 0.1 kn 16° [SSW] 69.6° [WSW] 57° 45' 25.3331" N 3° 28' 4.6847" W

05/20/2019 12:01:22 UTC 18.61 nmi NEE of Nigg Ferry Terminal, Tain, 
HLD 0.1 kn 296° [ESE] 297° [ESE] 57° 45' 30.8700" N 3° 27' 21.8808" W

05/21/2019 00:01:52 UTC At Cromarty Firth Port Authority, 
Invergordon, ROC 0 kn 83° [W] 339.4° [SSE] 57° 41' 5.7119" N 4° 10' 8.6591" W

05/21/2019 17:49:04 UTC At Cromarty Firth Port Authority, 
Invergordon, ROC 0 kn 181° [N] 18.4° [SSW] 57° 41' 9.7871" N 4° 10' 35.5728" W

05/22/2019 08:50:33 UTC At Cromarty Firth Port Authority, 
Invergordon, ROC 0 kn 180° [N] 18.4° [SSW] 57° 41' 9.4740" N 4° 10' 35.3352" W

05/23/2019 10:03:18 UTC At Cromarty Firth Port Authority, 
Invergordon, ROC 0 kn 180° [N] 18.4° [SSW] 57° 41' 9.5280" N 4° 10' 35.3711" W

05/23/2019 13:54:25 UTC At Cromarty Firth Port Authority, 
Invergordon, ROC 0 kn 180° [N] 18.4° [SSW] 57° 41' 9.7080" N 4° 10' 35.6592" W

05/25/2019 01:16:29 UTC 51 m WNW of Cromarty Firth Port Authority, 
Invergordon, ROC 0 kn 180° [N] 353.7° [S] 57° 41' 9.6251" N 4° 10' 35.2559" W

05/27/2019 07:24:06 UTC 50 m WNW of Cromarty Firth Port Authority, 
Invergordon, ROC 0 kn 181° [N] 353.7° [S] 57° 41' 9.6251" N 4° 10' 35.1911" W

05/27/2019 13:15:17 UTC At Cromarty Firth Port Authority, 
Invergordon, ROC 0 kn 181° [N] 353.7° [S] 57° 41' 9.6251" N 4° 10' 35.3208" W

05/29/2019 13:29:32 UTC At Cromarty Firth Port Authority, 
Invergordon, ROC 0 kn 180° [N] 353.7° [S] 57° 41' 9.6468" N 4° 10' 35.7528" W
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05/30/2019 00:01:22 UTC 19.1 nmi NEE of Nigg Ferry Terminal, Tain, 
HLD 1.9 kn 96° [W] 102.6° [WNW] 57° 45' 32.3639" N 3° 26' 25.9799" W

05/30/2019 12:00:05 UTC 18.24 nmi NEE of Nigg Ferry Terminal, Tain, 
HLD 0.1 kn 226° [NE] 39.6° [SW] 57° 45' 26.4851" N 3° 28' 2.6328" W

05/31/2019 00:00:31 UTC 18.2 nmi NEE of Nigg Ferry Terminal, Tain, 
HLD 0.1 kn 162° [NNW] 312.9° [SE] 57° 45' 25.7832" N 3° 28' 7.2911" W
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SEARCH PSIX FEATURED LINKS WEB ACCESSIBILITY POLICY FOIA REQUESTS CONTACT US

Results for Vessel: GEOQUIP SAENTIS

Vessel Information: Vessel Particulars:
Vessel Name: GEOQUIP SAENTIS
Primary Vessel Number: 9282132 (IMO Number)
Hull Identification Number: N/A
Manufacturer Hull Number: N/A
IMO Number: 9282132
Vessel Flag: BAHAMAS, THE
Vessel Call Sign: C6UM8

Service: Offshore Supply Vessel
Length: 264.10 ft
Breadth: 58.70 ft
Depth: 17.10 ft
Build Year: 2005
Alternate VINs: N/A

Service Information: Tonnage Information:
Service Status: Active
Out Of Service Date: N/A
Last Removed From Service By: N/A

Cargo Authority: N/A
Tonnage:

3404 - Convention (Subpart B), Gross Ton
1131 - Convention (Subpart B), Net Ton

Vessel Documents and Certifications
Document Agency Date Issued Expiration Date

SOLAS Cargo Ship Safety Equipment Certificate DNV GL November 28,2020 December 11,2025
International Load Line Certificate DNV GL October 28,2020 December 11,2025
SOLAS Cargo Ship Safety Construction Certificate DNV GL October 28,2020 December 11,2025
ISM - Document Of Compliance RINA October 11,2019 May 15,2024
ISM - Safety Management Certificate RINA October 11,2019 February 20,2020
ISM - Safety Management Certificate N/A September 20,2019 February 20,2020
ISM - Safety Management Certificate N/A September 20,2019 September 20,2024
SOLAS Cargo Ship Safety Equipment Certificate DNV GL August 14,2019 December 11,2020
SOLAS Cargo Ship Safety Radio Certificate DNV GL May 29,2019 December 11,2020
ISM - Document Of Compliance N/A May 15,2019 October 15,2019
Classification Document Class May 14,2019 December 11,2020
International Load Line Certificate DNV GL May 14,2019 December 11,2020
International Oil Pollution Prevention Certificate DNV GL May 14,2019 March 2,2022
SOLAS Cargo Ship Safety Construction Certificate DNV GL May 14,2019 December 11,2020
Tonnage Certificate, International BS May 12,2019  
Minimum Safe Manning Document BS April 26,2019 April 25,2024
OCS Exemption Letter N/A September 7,2007  
ISM - Document Of Compliance LR October 24,2006 October 31,2011
ISM - Safety Management Certificate N/A July 4,2006 May 11,2011
International Load Line Certificate DNV February 15,2006 December 21,2010
Classification Document DNV February 2,2006 December 21,2010
SOLAS Cargo Ship Safety Radio Certificate DNV January 25,2006 December 21,2010
SOLAS Cargo Ship Safety Construction Certificate DNV January 22,2006 December 21,2010
SOLAS Cargo Ship Safety Equipment Certificate DNV January 22,2006 December 21,2010
ISM - Safety Management Certificate DNV December 20,2005 June 19,2006
International Oil Pollution Prevention Certificate DNV December 19,2005 May 18,2006
Tonnage Certificate, International DNV September 21,2005  
ISM - Document Of Compliance BV September 20,2001 October 21,2006

Summary of Coast Guard Contacts

Click Here  To View Contact Data From: 11/04/2016   To: 11/04/2021   (MM/DD/YYYY)

Activity
Number Case Number Responsible Unit's USCG

Zone/Port Incident Date Activity Type

7193552 Not Associated with a Portsmouth, Virginia Monday, May 10, Vessel

https://cgmix.uscg.mil/PSIX/Default.aspx
https://www.uscg.mil/access/
https://cgmix.uscg.mil/CGSupportServices/FOIARequests.aspx
https://cgmix.uscg.mil/CGSupportServices/ContactUs.aspx?Module=PSIX
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Case 2021 Inspection
Deficiency Information
System SubSystem Cause
07 - Fire Safety N/A - No Subsystem Improper/Lack of Maintenance
Description of Deficiency
The fire integrity of the divisions shall be maintained at openings and penetrations. PSCO
observed cable penetrations above upper engine room door not sealed. 74SOLAS(04)II-2/9.1
Due Date Resolved Resolved Date
Thursday, May 27, 2021 True Saturday, May 15, 2021
Resolution Description
Not Available
Deficiency Information
System SubSystem Cause
07 - Fire Safety N/A - No Subsystem Improper/Lack of Maintenance
Description of Deficiency
To prevent the ignition of flammable liquids, means shall be provided to control leaks of flammable
liquids. PSCO observed oil leaks on drilling unit generator. 74SOLAS(04)II-2/4.1
Due Date Resolved Resolved Date
Thursday, May 20, 2021 True Saturday, May 15, 2021
Resolution Description
Not Available

Activity
Number Case Number Responsible Unit's USCG

Zone/Port Incident Date Activity Type

7043770 1233087 WASHINGTON, District of
Columbia

Monday, August 3,
2020

Incident
Investigation

View
Investigation
Details

Incident Information
Role
Acknowledged Pollution Source

Activity
Number Case Number Responsible Unit's USCG

Zone/Port Incident Date Activity Type

6953121 Not Associated with a
Case Woods Hole, Massachusetts Thursday, May 14,

2020
Vessel
Inspection

Activity
Number Case Number Responsible Unit's USCG

Zone/Port Incident Date Activity Type

6843353 Not Associated with a
Case BOSTON, Massachusetts Monday, October 28,

2019
Vessel
Inspection

Deficiency Information
System SubSystem Cause
01 - Certificates &
Documentation 011 - Ships Certificates Invalid

Description of Deficiency
Any person who discharges or proposes to discharge pollutants, and who does not have an
effective permit, must submit a completed application to the EPA. Vessel does not have a vessel
general permit. 40 CFR 122.21(a) 40c
Due Date Resolved Resolved Date
Not Available True Tuesday, October 29, 2019
Resolution Description
Vessel's master provided an electronic copy of the vessel general permit.
Deficiency Information
System SubSystem Cause
09 - Working and Living
Conditions 092 - Working Conditions Improper/Lack of Maintenance

Description of Deficiency
Main and emergency switchboards shall be so arranged as to give easy access as may be needed
to apparatus and equipment without danger to personnel. PSCO observed PFDs and immersion
suits stored behind switchboards. 74 SOLAS (2004) II-1/45.2 10c
Due Date Resolved Resolved Date
Monday, October 28, 2019 True Monday, October 28, 2019
Resolution Description
Crew removed PFDs and immersion suits. Rectified on the spot.
Deficiency Information
System SubSystem Cause
04 - Emergency Systems N/A - No Subsystem Improper/Lack of Maintenance
Description of Deficiency

javascript:void(0);
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Muster and embarkation stations shall be adequately illuminated by lighting supplied from the
emergency source of power. PSCO identified inoperable embarkation lighting at the port and
starboard embarkation decks. 74 SOLAS (2014) III/11.4 10c
Due Date Resolved Resolved Date
Monday, October 28, 2019 True Monday, October 28, 2019
Resolution Description
Deficiency rectified. Electrician made appropriate repairs on the spot.

Activity
Number Case Number Responsible Unit's USCG

Zone/Port Incident Date Activity Type

6837249 Not Associated with a
Case BOSTON, Massachusetts Friday, October 11,

2019
Vessel
Inspection

Operation Control Information
Category Type Control Type Initiating Port
Environmental Protection COTP Order (Denial of Entry) Sector Boston
Date Imposed Date Removed Reason Imposed
Saturday, October 12,
2019 Saturday, October 26, 2019 Environmental Protection

Activity
Number Case Number Responsible Unit's USCG

Zone/Port Incident Date Activity Type

6831315 Not Associated with a
Case Woods Hole, Massachusetts Wednesday, October

9, 2019
Vessel
Inspection

Operation Control Information
Category Type Control Type Initiating Port
Environmental Protection COTP Order (Denial of Entry) Sector Southeastern New England
Date Imposed Date Removed Reason Imposed
Thursday, October 10,
2019 Friday, October 25, 2019 Environmental Protection

Back to Top

Printer Friendly Version

Last Update: 
Monday, November 1, 2021
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Vessel Activity:  

 

The below is a record of the vessel transiting between the Lease Area and Newport News, Virginia during the period 

between June 2020 and May 2021.  All information was gleaned from the AIS reporting software PortVision 360, 

a PortVision360 report will be provided by OMSA upon request .  All times listed below are listed in Eastern Time.   

 

• June 24, 2020:  GEOQUIP SAENTIS (the vessel) arrived at the Newport News Marine Terminal, Pier C 

(Pier C), in Newport News, Virginia.   

• June 27, 2020:  The vessel left Pier C under its own power and sailed to a point at 36° 54’ 56.8076” N, 75° 

23’ 59.7659” a location within Renewable Energy Lease Number OCS-A 0483 (the lease area) as leased 

from the U.S. Department of the Interior Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) to Virginia 

Electric and Power Company d/b/a Dominion Virginia Power (Dominion) area and slowed from a transit 

speed to stationary.  Subsequently, the vessel held heading and position, indicative of a vessel conducting 

drilling and coring work.  The vessel continued to operate in this area, holding heading and position for 

extended time periods and making small relatively quick moves to new locations. 

• July 18, 2020, 23:00:  The vessel began moving at a speed consistent with transit, left the lease area and 

transited to Pier C, arriving on July 19, 2020, at 07:00. 

• July 30, 2020, 05:00:  The vessel left Pier C under its own power transited to 36° 58' 42.1248" N75° 26' 

17.7540" W, a location immediately adjacent to the Dominion lease area and slowed from a transit speed 

to stationary.  Subsequently, the vessel held heading and position, indicative of a vessel conducting drilling 

and coring work.  The vessel continued to operate in this area, holding heading and position for extended 

time periods and making small relatively quick moves to new locations. 

• August 10, 2020, 04:00:  The vessel began moving at a speed consistent with transit, left the lease area and 

transited to Pier C, arriving on August 10, 2020, at 15:10. 

• August 13, 2020, 17:35:  The vessel left Pier C and transited to a portion of the U.S. OCS outside of the 

Dominion lease area, presumably to work for another offshore wind lease holder.   

• September 19, 2020, 12:00:  The vessel arrived back at Pier C from the U.S. OCS location outside of 

Virginia.  

• September 24, 2020:  The vessel departed Pier C, transited through U.S. waters under its own power and 

left U.S. for Ireland where it reportedly worked on an offshore wind project.  Subsequently, the vessel went 

to shipyards in Liverpool, UK, and Genova, Italy.  During this time period or immediately following this 

time period, the vessel received most of its annual and five-year class certificates.  These certifications 

usually require surveys, inspections, and even dry-dockings.  As such, it appears the vessel returned to 

Europe to have this work performed in European shipyards depriving the U.S. surveyors, auditors, and 

shipyard workers of this work56 . 

• February 15, 2021:  The vessel returned to the U.S., arriving into the Norfolk Anchorage, where it stayed 

until February 17, 2021, when it transited to Pier C. 

• February 22, 2021, 21:00:  The vessel departed Pier C under its own power and transited to 36° 51' 

13.0859" N75° 28' 11.2260" W, a location within the Dominion lease area and slowed from a transit speed 

to stationary.  Subsequently, the vessel held heading and position, indicative of a vessel conducting drilling 

and coring work.  The vessel continued to operate in this area, holding heading and position for extended 

time periods and making small relatively quick moves to new locations. 

• March 18, 2021, 16:13:  The vessel began moving at a speed consistent with transit, left the lease area and 

transited to Pier C, arriving on March 18, 2021 at 23:00.   

• March 24, 2021, 14:00:  The vessel departed Pier C under its own power and transited to 36° 54' 6.5339" 

N75° 25' 44.0148" W a location within the Dominion lease area and slowed from a transit speed to 

stationary.  Subsequently, the vessel held heading and position, indicative of a vessel conducting drilling 

 
56 https://vesselregister.dnvgl.com/VesselRegister/vesseldetails.html?vesselid=24572 
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and coring work.  The vessel continued to operate in this area, holding heading and position for extended 

time periods and making small relatively quick moves to new locations. 

• March 29, 2021, 04:01:  The vessel began moving at a speed consistent with transit, left the lease area and 

transited to Newport News Marine Terminal Pier C, arriving on March 29, 2021 at 09:27:.  The vessel 

stayed at Pier C for less than an hour. 

• March 29, 2021, 10:09:  The vessel departed Pier C under its own power and transited to 36° 55' 52.3487" 

N75° 25' 59.3940" W, a location within the Dominion lease area and slowed from a transit speed to 

stationary.  Subsequently, the vessel held heading and position, indicative of a vessel conducting drilling 

and coring work.  The vessel continued to operate in this area, holding heading and position for extended 

time periods and making small relatively quick moves to new locations. 

• April 1, 2021, 06:16:  The vessel began moving at a speed consistent with transit, left the lease area and 

transited to Newport News Marine Terminal Pier B (Pier B) (Pier C was occupied by two other foreign 

flagged vessels, the DINA POLARIS and the KOMMANDOR STUART).   

• Sometime between April 1, 23:22 and April 2, 11:42 (the vessel did not record AIS data between these 

times):  The vessel departed Pier B under its own power and moved at transit speeds to 36° 50' 46.3920" 

N75° 20' 12.2028" W, a location within the Dominion lease area and slowed from a transit speed to 

stationary.  Subsequently, the vessel held heading and position, indicative of a vessel conducting drilling 

and coring work.  The vessel continued to operate in this area, holding heading and position for extended 

time periods and making small relatively quick moves to new locations. 

• April 15, 2021, 02:00:  The vessel began moving at a speed consistent with transit, left the lease area and 

returned to Pier C, arriving at April 15, 2021, 08:00.   

• April 16, 2021, 22:11:  The vessel departed Pier C under its own power and transited to 36° 49' 22.3067" 

N75° 27' 57.3119" W, a location within the Dominion lease area and slowed from a transit speed to 

stationary.  Subsequently, the vessel held heading and position, indicative of a vessel conducting drilling 

and coring work.  The vessel continued to operate in this area, holding heading and position for extended 

time periods and making small relatively quick moves to new locations. 

• April 20, 2021, 03:00:  The vessel, began moving at a speed consistent with transit, left the lease area and 

returned to Pier C, arriving at April, 20, 2021, 09:01.  The vessel stayed at this facility for less than four 

hours, pulling away from Pier C at 13:02.  This amount of time is notable because it is too little time for a 

vessel of this size to take on fuel or water and it would not make financial sense for a vessel of this size to 

leave the field and return to the dock for a crew change or resupply.  Thus, it is presumed that this trip to 

the dock was directed by the charter for the transferring of samples.   

• April 20,2021, 13:02:  The vessel departed Pier C under its own power and transited to 36° 52' 9.2351" 

N75° 25' 30.8351" W, a location within the Dominion lease area and slowed from a transit speed to 

stationary.  Subsequently, the vessel held heading and position, indicative of a vessel conducting drilling 

and coring work.  The vessel continued to operate in this area, holding heading and position for extended 

time periods and making small relatively quick moves to new locations. 

• April 28, 2021, 02:58:  The vessel, began moving at a speed consistent with transit, left the lease area and 

returned to Pier C, arriving at April 29, 2021, 09:00.  The vessel stayed at Pier C less than three hours, 

pulling away at 11:46.  This amount of time is notable because it is too little time for a vessel of this size to 

take on fuel or water and it would not make financial sense for a vessel of this size to leave the field and 

return to the dock for a crew change or resupply.  Thus, it is presumed that this trip to the dock was directed 

by the charter for the transferring of samples.   

• April 29,2021, 11:46:  The vessel departed Pier C under its own power and transited 36° 52' 10.5672" N 

and 75° 19' 55.2539" W, a location within the Dominion lease area and slowed from a transit speed to 

stationary.  Subsequently, the vessel held heading and position, indicative of a vessel conducting drilling 

and coring work.  The vessel continued to operate in this area, holding heading and position for extended 

time periods and making small relatively quick moves to new locations. 

• May 12, 2021, 14:17:  The vessel, began moving at a speed consistent with transit, left the lease area and 

returned to Pier C, arriving at May 12, 2021, at 20:00 where it was observed docking.  It was noted that 
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there were the vehicles that would usually pick up samples.  Further, it was noted that, during the time of 

operation, there were not fuel carrying trucks, crew vans, or vehicles capable of carrying food, consumables, 

and other supplies in quantities sufficient for a ship of the GEOQUIP SAENTIES’ size.   
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 Fisheries Liaison and Fisheries Representative Contacts:  
Sea Risk Solutions is representing Equinor Wind as Fisheries Liaison Officers and are available 24/7 to address fisheries 
questions and concerns of project developments.  

Elizabeth Marchetti   Steve Drew 
emarc@equinor.com                   sdrew@searisksolutions.com 
emarchetti@searisksolutions.com                 908-339-7439 
401-954-2902 

https://www.equinor.com/en/what-we-do/empirewind.html 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/597095231201268/ 

http://www.searisksolutions.com/ 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Equinor Wind US 

Equinor Wind continues planning the 
Empire Wind in BOEM lease area 
OCSA-0512. The area extends from 
14 miles south of Long Island, spanning 
79,350 acres, in water depths 
between 65 and 131 feet (10-22 
fathoms).  
 

 
Name: Dina Polaris 
MMSI: 257006530 
Call Sign: LAXB7 
 

 
Name: Seantis  
MMSI: 311963000 
Call Sign:  C6UM8 
 

 
Name: Seehorn 
MMSI: 210204000 
Call sign: 5BSW5 

 

 

2021 Offshore Surveys Continue 
Estimated Coordinates of the Empire Wind lease area: 

 

Geoequip vessels Dina Polaris, Seantis and Seehorn will be 
operating 24 hours/day to conduct geotechnical/soil boring site 
surveys to include subsea drilling. Survey activity is scheduled to be 
conducted thru August 31, 2021. 

Vessel will have zero maneuverability when operation are underway 
and we would request all vessels to maintain a 1NM exclusion around 
the vessel. If the vessel is required to relocate then a minimum of 6hrs 
notice would ensure sufficient time to recover all drilling equipment 
and permit the vessel to move. 

 

 

 
 

Survey Update 
May 2021 

Fisheries Liaison Contacts:  

Sea Risk Solutions is representing Equinor Wind 
as Fisheries Liaison Officers and are available  
24/7 to address fisheries questions and concerns  
of project developments.  

Elizabeth Marchetti           Steve Drew 
emarc@equinor.com             sdrew@searisksolutions.com 
emarchetti@searisksolutions.com       908-339-7439 
401-954-2902 

www.equinor.com/en/what-we-do/empirewind.html 
www.facebook.com/groups/597095231201268 
www.searisksolutions.com 
 
 
 

mailto:emarc@equinor.com
https://www.equinor.com/en/what-we-do/empirewind.html
https://www.facebook.com/groups/597095231201268/
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